Fuller Lodge Art Center
2132 Central Ave.
Los Alamos, NM 87544
505-662-1635

1st-3rd Grade
2020 Summer Art Camp

Week 1 (June 8-12)
9 am to 12 pm: Hot Dogs and Cool Cats (Elizabeth Brosha)- Make a variety of art on the theme of dogs and cats!
Create cool cat newspaper art, paper cache dogs, crazy cat collages and more!
9 am to 12 pm: Under the Sea (Emma Jo)- Shadow boxes full of oceanic scenes. Learn different watercolor techniques
such as using salt to add texture, creating canvas scenes with yarn and string, focusing on cooler hues and even fluid
medium for a time spent under the sea.
1 pm to 4 pm: You can paint with whaaaaat? (Heather Beemer)- A class to experiment with painting via blowing,
bubbles, paper tubes, tape, drop-splat, rolling marbles, and sponges. We'll see what other ideas we can come up with!
1 pm to 4 pm: Body Art (Jacob Spill)- We will be painting each other’s faces and drawing tattoos on each other’s arms
with a nontoxic non-permanent marker. Please make sure your child isn't allergic to face paint.
Week 2 (June 15-19)
9 am to 12 pm: Endangered Animals (Elizabeth Brosha)- Beautiful animals are in danger of disappearing. Make art to
let people know all about them! Create textured turtles, clay polar bears, pretty pandas, and more!
9 am to 12 pm: Star Wars Creations (Jacob Spill)- Enjoy a class of fun art projects for all of the young Jedi and Sith.
we will be building lightsabers as well as constructing other crafts from a galaxy far, far away.
1 pm to 4 pm: Let’s Get Abstract (Heather Beemer)- Silhouettes, self-portraits, scribble-art, scrambling the Master's,
etc. Please bring a fun, black-white photo of yourself on 8.5 x 11 paper.
1 pm to 4 pm: Beginning Acting (David Daniel)- Young actors will explore the dynamics of movement, how to make
powerful choices in any scene and any role, and the secrets to bringing unforgettable characters to life. Students will
work extensively with one another in exercises and test performances to learn the basics of stage and screen.
Week 3 (June 22-26)
9 am to 12 pm: Fairy Tales (Whitney Holland)- We will read new fairy tales each day and create art to go along with
them! We will also spend time creating our own fairy tales and corresponding artwork.
9 am to 12 pm: Paint Explosion (Jacob Spill)- Learn to paint just like the old masters! HA!!! Yeah right!!! This class is
all about getting messy and exploring with paint media. Make sure you don’t wear your favorite Minecraft T-shirt
because you might get paint on it!
1 pm to 4 pm: Color Fun! (Britton Donharl)- How many colors are in a rainbow? We'll explore painting and drawing
to mix and make things colorful, and even construct some colorful creations.
1 pm to 4 pm: Garden of Earthly Delights (Ellen Mancini)- With the onset of summer, gardens are flourishing! Trees
are blooming and we have an abundance of flowers and vegetables. Get inspired by the shapes, colors, and textures of all
things that grow. Create paintings and craft projects that reflect the growing season.
Week 4 (June 29-July 3rd)
9 am to 12 pm: Five Senses (Whitney Holland)- We will use art to explore our five senses. We will make slime, smelly
dough, textured prints, listen to music, and read poetry to make your projects a multimedia experience.
9 am to 12 pm: Wizards, Dragons and Ghouls (Jacob Spill)- Join us as we make arts and crafts straight from Middle
Earth, Narnia, and Hogwarts!
1 pm to 4 pm: Paint Party (Susanne Harrison)- Paint all week! Paint on canvas, paint on paper and paint on Papiermâché!
1 pm to 4 pm: Clay (Dee Homans)- Various projects using self-hardening clay. Come ready to get your hands dirty!
Week 5 (July 6- July 10)
9 am to 12 pm: Let’s Explore the Rainforest! (Shelly Doyle)- We will be taking a journey into the wonderful
rainforest! Along the way we will learn about the wildlife that calls the rainforest their home. We will see what this
mysterious area of nature has to offer from poison dart frogs to the ever-changing chameleon, to the famous toucan bird!
Throw on your rain jacket and join us!
9 am to 12 pm: Out of This World (Emma Jo)- This class focuses on planets, aliens, and the extra-terrestrials! We will
make 3-D, papier-mâché planets with wire so that can hang, paintings, drawings, and sculptures of anything out of this
world!

1 pm to 4 pm: Artie Party! An Exploration of Mixed Media Art (Elizabeth Fisher)- Come PLAY and explore with
Mixed Media. Mixed media is combining different art mediums such as collage, paint, sculpture and drawing. We will
create a sculpted 3-d animals on an acrylic painted background, and painted paper collages or painted pop up cards! The
possibilities are endless!
1 pm to 4 pm: Exploring the Rainforest (Whitney Holland)- Explore the rainforest! We will make paper plate habitats,
toilet paper tube bromeliads, paper chain snakes, and more!
Week 6 (July 13-17)
9 am to 12 pm: Silhouettes and Shadows (Maegan Carter)- Look at the impact of silhouettes and shadows in art. Learn
how they are part of art, both with and without color! We will make shadow puppets, sun bleached paintings, decoupage
shadow boxes, and profile cameos.
9 am to 12 pm: Be Your Own Hero (Jacob Spill) Don’t wait around for superman to save the day. You’re going to
make your own comic!! This class is for the hero in all of us. We will be doing comic illustrations as well as fun
superhero themed crafts.
1 pm to 4 pm: Silhouettes and Shadows (Maegan Carter)- Look at the impact of silhouettes and shadows in art. Learn
how they are part of art, both with and without color! We will make shadow puppets, sun bleached paintings, decoupage
shadow boxes, and profile cameos.
1 pm to 4 pm: Solar System Exploration! (Britton Donharl)- Learn about the planets in our Solar System while making
beautiful representations of them! We'll explore making collages, sun catchers, mobiles, and moon dough.

Week 7 (July 20-24)
9 am to 12 pm: Dinosaurs! (Britton Donharl)- We'll learn about dinosaurs through making footprints and fossils, a
dinosaur egg, dino art, and some wearable dino feet!
9 am to 12 pm: Zoinks! It’s Zombies! (Jacob Spill)- Don’t fear the walking dead, JOIN EM!!! This class explores the
lighter side of zombies. We’ll be doing zombie themed crafts as well as completing a short film about the misunderstood
zombies. Don’t worry parents, no gun crafts allowed in this class. Think more Plants vs. Zombies.
1 pm to 4 pm: Budding Monet’s and Van Gogh’s (Elizabeth Fisher)- Come play and explore art with the Mater
Artists! Create Paul Klee Cats with chalk pastel and recreate Monet’s water lily garden using oil pastels and watercolors.
Dance with the swirling stars and recreate Van Gogh’s beautiful starry night using collage and paint techniques. If you
enjoy the classics, this class is for you!
1 pm to 4 pm: Creatures of the Ocean & Sea (Ellen Mancini)- Explore the world of fish, sea turtles, starfish, jellyfish,
and seahorses. Create projects inspired by these beloved creatures. Draw and paint with an emphasis on natural shapes
and vivid color.
Week 8 (July 27-31)
9 am to 12 pm: Famous Artists (Maegan Carter)- Learn about 5 famous artists and the techniques they used to make
their creations. Then, try your hand at some of your own! Use bright and bold patterns like Klimt, make self-portraits
like Frida Kahlo, get your abstract on like Picasso, connect with nature like O'Keeffe, and make flowing floral
landscapes like Van Gogh!
9 am to 12 pm: Collage Creations (Jacob Spill)- Use old magazines and comics to construct album artwork for your
favorite band, bizarre looking animals, and internet memes.
1 pm to 4 pm: Famous Artists (Maegan Carter)- Learn about 5 famous artists and the techniques they used to make
their creations. Then try your hand at some of your own! Use bright and bold patterns like Klimt, make self-portraits like
Frida Kahlo, get your abstract on like Picasso, connect with nature like O'Keeffe, and make flowing floral landscapes
like Van Gogh!
1 pm to 4 pm: Art from the Heart (Ellen Mancini)- Explore the depths of your heart using images you truly love.
Express ideas in collage, drawing, and painting.
Week 9 (August 3-August 7)
9 am to 12 pm: Rainforest Fun (Susanne Harrison)- Create creatures inspired by those living in the rainforest. Toucan
art, sloth art, snake art, parrot art and more.
1 pm to 4 pm: Intro to Magic the Gathering and Pokémon Trading Card Game (David Daniel)- LET’S
DUEL! Learn the rules and strategies to take your games to the next level. Explore the artistic origins of many of the
most popular cards and monsters from the game. Design and draw your own custom cards to play YOUR way. Bring
your own decks or use decks provided by the instructor.

